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Abstra t
We give a plausible explanation of the power law distributions of degrees observed in the graphs arising in the Internet topology [5℄ based on a toy model of
Internet growth in whi h two obje tives are optimized simultaneously: \last mile"
onne tion osts, and transmission delays measured in hops. We also point out a
similar phenomenon, anti ipated in [2℄, in the distribution of le sizes. Our results
seem to suggest that power laws tend to arise as a result of omplex, multi-obje tive
optimization.

1 Introdu tion
It was observed in [5℄ that the degrees of the Internet graph (both the graph of routers and
that of autonomous systems) obey a sharp power law. This means that the distribution of
the degrees is su h that the probability that a degree is larger than D is about D for
some onstant and > 0 (they observe s between 2:15 and 2:48 for various graphs and
years). They go on to observe similar distributions in Internet-related quantities su h as
the number of hops per message, and, even more mysteriously, the largest eigenvalues of the
Internet graph. This observation has led to a revision of the graph generation models used
in the networking ommunity [14℄, among other important impli ations. To date, there has
been no theoreti al model of Internet growth that predi ts this phenomenon. Noti e that
su h distributions are in ompatible with random graphs in the Gn;p model and the law of
large numbers, whi h yield exponential distributions.
Power laws have been observed over the past entury in in ome distribution [13℄, ity
populations [15, 6℄, word frequen ies [10℄, and literally hundreds of other domains in luding, most notably, the degrees of the world-wide web graph [9℄; they have been termed \the
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signature of human a tivity" (even though they do o asionally arise in nature)1 . There
have been several attempts to explain power laws by so- alled generative models (see [12℄
for a te hni al survey). The vast majority of su h models fall into one large ategory (with
important di eren es and formidable te hni al diÆ ulties, of ourse) that an be termed
s ale-free growth or preferential atta hment (or, more playfully, \the ri h get ri her"). That
is, if the growth of individuals in a population follows a sto hasti pro ess that is independent of the individual's size, then a power law will result (see, from among dozens of
examples, [6℄ for an elegant argument in the domain of ity populations, and [8℄ for a twist
involving opying in the world-wide web, ru ial for explaining some additional pe uliarities
of the web graph, su h as the abundan e of small bipartite graphs).
Highly optimized toleran e (HOT, [2℄) is perhaps the other major lass of models predi ting power laws. In HOT models, power laws are thought to be the result of optimal
yet reliable design in the presen e of a ertain hazard. In a typi al example, the power law
observed in the distribution of the size of forest res is attributed to the rebreaks, leverly
distributed and optimized over time so as to minimize the risk of un ontrolled spread of
re. The authors of [2℄ refer brie y to the Internet topology and usage, and opine that the
power law phenomena there are also due to the survivability built in the Internet and its
proto ols (whereas it is well known that this aspe t of the Internet has not had a signi ant
in uen e on its development beyond the very beginning [3℄).
In this paper we propose a simple and primitive model of Internet growth, and prove that,
under very general assumptions and parameter values, it results in power-law-distributed
degrees. By \power law" we mean here that the probability that a degree is larger than d is
at least d for some > 0. In other words, we do not pursue here sharp onvergen e results
a la [8, 4, 1℄, ontent to bound the distribution away from exponential ones. Extensive

experiments suggest that mu h stronger results a tually hold.
In our model a tree is built as nodes arrive uniformly at random in the unit square
(the shape is, as usual, in onsequential). When the i-th node arrives, it atta hes itself
on one of the previous nodes. But whi h one? One intuitive obje tive to minimize is the
Eu lidean distan e between the two nodes. But a newly arrived node plausibly also wants
to onne t to a node in the tree that is \ entrally lo ated", that is, its hop distan e (graph
theoreti distan e with edge lengths ignored) to the other nodes is as small as possible.
The former obje tive aptures the \last mile" osts, the latter the operation osts due to
ommuni ation delays. Node i atta hes itself to the node j that minimizes the weighted
sum of the two obje tives:
minj<i  dij + hj ;
where dij is the Eu lidean distan e, and hj is some measure of the \ entrality" of node
j , su h as (a) the average number of hops from other nodes; (b) the maximum number
of hops from another node; ( ) the number of hops from a xed enter of the tree; our
experiments show that all three measures result in similar power laws, even though we only
prove it for ( ). is a parameter, a fun tion of the nal number n of points, gauging the

As Daniel Gottesman quipped, they are ertainly the produ t of one parti ular kind of human a tivity:
looking for power laws: : :
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relative importan e of the two obje tives. Thus, our model attempts to apture in a simple
way the trade-o s that are inherent in networking, but also in all omplex human a tivity
(arguably, su h trade-o s are key manifestations of the aforementioned omplexity).
The behavior of the model depends ru ially on the value of , and our main result
(Theorem 1) fathoms this dependen y: If is less than a parti ular onstant depending
on the shape of the region, then Eu lidean distan es are not important, and the resulting
network is easily seen to be a star |the ultimate in degree on entration, and, depending
on how you look at it, the exa t opposite, or absurd extreme, of a power law. If grows
at least as fast as sqrtn, where n is the nal number of points, then Eu lidean distan e
be omes too important, and the resulting graph is a dynami version of the Eu lidean
minimum spanning tree, in whi h high degrees do o ur, but with exponentially vanishing
probability (our proof is a geometri argument). Again, no power law. If, however,
is anywhere in between | is larger than a ertain onstant, but grows slower than pn if
at all | then, almost ertainly, the degrees obey a power law. This part is proved by
a ombinatorial-geometri argument, in whi h we show that for any value for the desired
degree, there are likely to be enough nodes with large enough \regions of in uen e," disjoint
from one another, su h that any future node falling into this region is ertain to have an
edge to the given node. Ourp te hnique proves a lower bound of = 61 for = o(n1=3 ) (and
smaller bounds for = o( n)), while our experiments (see Se tion 2.2) suggest that the
true value is around 0:6-0:9.
In Se tion 3 we prove a result in a di erent but not unrelated domain: we present a
simple (nave is more a urate) model of le reation, inspired by [2℄, and prove that it
predi ts a power law in the distribution of le sizes under very broad assumptions. The
model is this: We have a set of n data items, all of the same size, that we must partition
into les. The i-th item has popularity pi | say, the expe ted number of times it will be
retrieved for Internet transmission ea h day. We want to partition the items into les so
that the following two obje tives are minimized (a) total transmission osts (the sum over
all partitions of the produ t of the partition size times the total partition popularity), and
(b) the total number of les. It is easy to see that the optimum partition will in lude items
in sorted order of popularity, and an be found by dynami programming. We show that,
when the popularities are i.i.d. from any one of a large lass of distributions (uniform,
exponential, Gaussian, power law, et .), then the optimum le sizes are, almost surely,
power-law distributed. The te hni al requirement on the distribution from whi h the pi's
are drawn is essentially that the umulative distribution  do not start exponentially
slow at zero (see Theorem 2). The authors of [2℄ propose a similar model, and make an
observation in the same dire tion: They onsider a few examples of distributions of the
pi 's (not distributions from whi h they are drawn, as in our model, but distributions of the
drawn samples) and for these they point out that the le sizes obey a power law.
Our results seem to suggest that power laws an be the manifestation of trade-o s,
ompli ated optimization problems with multiple and on i ting obje tives | ertainly
one of the hallmarks of advan ed te hnology, so iety, and life. The lass of models proposed
in [2℄ ts into our framework well, in that reliable design is sometimes one of the obje tives.
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As it turns out, within our proposed on eptual framework also lies a lassi al and beautiful model by Mandelbrot [10℄. Suppose that you want to design the optimum language,
that is, the optimum set of frequen ies f1  f2  : : :  fn assigned to n words. The length
of the i-th word is presumably log i. You
P want to maximize the information transmitted, whi
h
is
the
entropy
of
the
f
's
(
fi log fi ), divided by the expe ted transmission
i
P
ost, fi log i. The frequen ies that a hieve the optimum: a power law! Mandelbrot's
multi-obje tive optimization di ers from our two examples in that of his two obje tives
one is minimized and the other maximized; hen e he onsiders their ratio, instead of their
weighted sum (the two are obviously related by Lagrange multipliers).

2 A Model of Internet Growth
2.1

The Main Result

Consider a sequen e of points p0 ; p1; : : : ; pn in the unit square, distributed uniformly at
random. We shall de ne a sequen e of undire ted trees T0; T1 ; : : : on these points, with
T0 the tree onsisting of p0 . De ne hi to be the number of hops from pi to p0 in Ti , and
dij the Eu lidean distan e between points i2 and j . Let be a xed number (we allow it
though to be a fun tion of n). Then Ti is de ned as Ti 1 with the point i and the edge
[i; j ℄ added, where j < i minimizes fi (j ) = dij + hj . Let T = Tn. We will denote by Nk (i)
the neighborhood fj j[i; j ℄ 2 Tk g of i in Tk ; similarly, N (i) will denote the neighborhood of
i in T .
Theorem 2.1

p
2, then T is a star with p0 as its enter.
p
If = ( n), then the degree distribution of T is exponential, that is, the expe ted
number of nodes that have degree at least D is at most n2 exp( D) for some onstant
: E [ jfi : degree of i  Dgj ℄ < n2 exp( D).
p
If  4 and = o( n), then the degree distribution of T is a power law; spe i ally,
the expe ted number of nodes with degree at least D is greater than  (D=n) for
some onstants and (that may depend
on though): E [ jfi : degree of i  Dgj ℄ >
(D=n) . Spe i ally, for = o(pn) the onstants are:  1=6 and = O( 1=2).

(1) If
(2)
(3)

If T is generated as above, then:

< 1=

3

Proof:

p
The rst ase follows immediately from the obje tive fun tion; sin e dij < 2 for all
i, j , and hj  1 for all j 6= 0, fi (0) < 1  fi (j ) for j 6= 0, so every node pi will link to p0 ,
reating a star.

(1)

2

pi

and \point i" are used inter hangeably throughout
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To obtain the exponential bound for (2), we onsider the degree of any point pi
as onsisting of 2 omponents | one due to geometri ally \short" links, S (i) = jfj 2
N (i) j dij  4 gj, and one due to \long" links, L(i) = jfj 2 N (i) j dij > 4 gj. By the union
bound, Pr[degreei  D℄  Pr[S (i)  D=2℄ + Pr[L(i)  D=2℄.
For a xed i, any points ontributing to S (i) must fall into a ir le of area  2 
n 1 . Thus, S (i) is (bounded by) a sum of Bernoulli trials, with E[S (i)℄ = n 2 <
for some onstant . By the Cherno -Hoe ding bound, for D > 3 , Pr[S (i) > D=2℄ 
exp( (DD+42 ) )  exp( D=21).
For the other omponent, de ne Lx(i) = jfj 2 N (i) j dij 2 [x; 23 x℄gj (the number of
points atta hed to i in a distan e between x and 32 x from point i). We will rst show
that Lx(i) < 14 for any x  4 . Indeed a geometri argument shows if points pj and pj0 ,
j < j 0 , are both between x and 23 x away from pi , then pj 0 would prefer pj over pi whenever
j\pj pipj0 j < = os 1(43=48); the bound on the angle would for e dij0 > djj0 + 1
while jhj hi j  1. Sin e > 214 , Lx (i) < 14. We now bound L(i) as follows: L(i) =
P log 23 Æ
L( 3 ) (i)  14 log 3 Æi where Æi is de ned as maxf 4 ; minj dij g. Sin e points are
k=1
2
2
distributed uniformly at random, Pr[Æi  y℄  1 (1 y2)(n 1)  (n 1)y2. Therefore,
Pr[L(i)  D=2℄  Pr[ 14 log 3 Æi  D=2℄  (n 1)( 23 ) D=14 , ompleting the proof of (2).
2
It is worth noting that the only property used for this bound is jhj hi j  1 for j 2 N (i);
this holds for a broad lass of hop fun tions, in luding all 3 listed in the introdu tion.
(2)

2

i

k

To derive the power law in (3), we on entrate on points lose to p0. While experimental eviden e suggests the presen e of high-degree points ontributing to the power
law throughout the area, the proof is rendered more tra table by onsidering only points
j 2 N (0), with d0j  2= . Without loss of generality, we assume that p0 is lo ated at least
2= from the area boundary; the argument arries over to ases where it is near border
with only a slight hange in C .
First, we prove 2 lemmas for a point i whi h arrives so that i 2 N (0) and 23 > di0 > 1 .
Let r(i) = di0 1 .

(3)

Lemma 2.2

to i.

Every point arriving after i inside the ir le of radius 14 r(i) around i will link

Sin e i was linked to 0 on arrival, there was no j 2 N (0) prior to its arrival su h
that dij +1 < di0, i.e. within distan e r(i) from it. Also, if a point j arrives after i so that
dij < 21 r(i), it will not link to 0, sin e by the triangle inequality dj 0 > 1= + 21 r(i). Now, if
a point j 0 arrives after i so that dij0 < 41 r(i), it an't be linked to 0; for all j 2 N (0)nfig,
djj 0 > 41 r(i), so j 0 would rather link to i; and for all other j , hj  2, so fj 0 (j )  2, while
fj 0 (i)  41 r(i) + 1  98 . Thus, any su h point j 0 will de nitely link to i.

p
Lemma 2.3 No point j will link to i unless j\pj p0 pi j  2:5 r (i) and dj 0  21 r (i) + 1= .
Proof:
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Note that if fj (0) < fj (i), j will not link to i sin e i is not the optimal hoi e.
That onstraint is equivalent to dj0 < dij + 1= , whi h de nes a region outside the usp
around pi of a hyperbola with fo i at p0 and pi andpmajor axis length 1= . Thepasymptotes
for this hyperbola ea h make an angle of ar tan 2r(i)2 + 2 r(i)  ar tan 2:5 r(i) 
p
2:5 r(i) with the segment p0 pi, interse ting it at the midpoint m of p0 pi. Sin e j\pimxj 
j\pip0xj for any
p point x, this guarantees that any point pj inside the usp around pi satis es
j\pj p0pij  2:5 r(i). The triangle inequality also guarantees that any su h pj will also
satisfy dj0  12 r(i) + 1= . Thus, any point not satisfying both of these will not link to i. 
Lemma 2.2 provides a way for an appropriately positioned i 2 N (0) to establish a
ir ular \region of in uen e" around itself so that any points landing there afterward will
ontribute to the degree of that point. Sin e point pla ement is independent and uniform,
its exponentially unlikely that the ir le will be populated with mu h fewer points than
the expe ted number, thus giving a sto hasti lower bound on deg i. We use Lemma 2.3 to
lower-bound the number of i 2 N (0) withpsuÆ iently large r(i).
pn)
for
=
o
(
Here, we only treat the ase for = o( n), whi h yields = 1=6; the ase
an be analyzed similarly, but with approa hing 0 as approa hes (pn.
p
n
For any  > 0 and suÆ iently high n, let D  256
. Set, with foresight,  = 4 D=n
and m = d 21 e, and onsider Tm . Spe i ally, onsider the sets of points in Tm falling within
annuli A0, A, and A0 around p0 , with radius ranges [1= ; 1= + ℄, (1= + ; 1= + 2=3℄, and
(1= + ; 1= + 0:52=3 ℄, respe tively. By our hoi e of , any j 2 Nm (0) in A0 will have a
region of in uen e of area at least D=n, thus expe ted to ontain D(n m)=n = D=2
points that link to j in T . By our hoi e of m, the number of points expe ted to arrive in
A0 is 1= + =2 < 21 .
Consider any point i arriving to A0 . It annot link to any j with hj  2, sin e fi(0) <
2  fi (j ). By Lemma 2.3, it annot link to any j 2 N (0) outside the outer radius of A. By
triangle inequality, it annot link to any j 2 N (0) su h that dj0 < 1= (sin e di0 dij < 1).
Thus, it an only link to 0 or any j 2 N (0) that lies in A0 [ A.
p But, to linkp to a j1=23 N (0) whi h is in A0 [ A, i must, by Lemma 2.3 obey j\pip0pj j <
2:5 r(j ) < 2:5  . Thus, ea h time a newppoint arrives in A0 [ A and links to N (0), it
\ laims" a se tor of A0 of angle no larger than 10 1=3 ; i.e. no point arriving outside that
se tor an link to j (note that we disregard the onstraint on dj0; it is not needed here). The
number of points in Tm expe ted to be in A0 is m(2=3 = 2= +0:254=3 2 ) > 1=41=3 .
This an be ast as an o upan y problem by partitioning
annulus A0 [ A into N =
p
1=8p 1=3 ongruent se tors3 of angle 16p 1=3 > 10 1=3 . Ea h partition is onsidered
o upied if a point has landed in it or either of its adja ent partitions and linked to p0 ,
and, by the above argument, a point landing in the interse tion of an uno upied partition
and A0 will link to p0, so the number of partitions o upied after m points arrive is at most
3jN (0) \ (A [ A0 )j. By the Cherno bound, with probability at least p1 = 1 exp( N=8),
at least 1=81=3 points in Tm land in A0 . Note that if a point lands in the interse tion of a
partition and A0, that partition is de nitely o upied, so:
Proof:

3

1 
3

3

Note that N = (D

n

1=6 1=6

1=2

) = (n=6 )
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p2

= Pr[N=2 partitions o upied by points in Tm ℄
N  
X
n
Pr[k partitions uno upied℄
= 1
k
k=N=2
0
p N1

N  
X
k
n
A
1
 p1 1
k
N
0 k=N=2   1
N
X
n 1 A

 p1 1
k 22N
k=N=2
N

 p1(1 2 )
Hen e, with probability p2  1 2 exp( N=8), there are at least N=6 points in N (0) \
(A [ A0 ). By the Cherno bound again, we nd that the probability that more than N=12
of these are in A0 is exp( m2 (N=12 1=2)2) < exp( N=8), so, with probability at least
1 3 exp( N=8), there are N=12 points in N (0) \ A, ea h with expe ted degree at least
D=2 in T .
Lastly, by another appli ation of the Cherno bound, the probability that the degree
of any su h point is less than D is exp( 21 N (1 2=)2) < exp( N=20). Thus, with
exponentially high probability 1 (3 + N=24) exp( N=20), for C = 2 1 3 n 5=6 1=2 , and
any D in the above spe i ed range, the probability that a randomly hosen point in T has
degree at least D is at least N=24n = CD 1=6.

Allowing p0 to be pla ed loser than 2= from the border auses only a fra tion of the
annuli to be within the region for some values, but sin e at least a quarter of ea h annulus
will always be within the region, N hanges only by a small onstant fa tor. To extend
the above argument to = o(pn), the outer radii of A and A0 would have to be redu ed,
making the ring thinner and allowing us to partition it into asymptoti ally more se tors.
However, mu h fewer of them will be o upied, leading to a de rease in .
16=3

2.2

Experiments

An implementation of both this model and several natural variations on it has shown that
the umulative density fun tion of the degree distribution produ ed indeed appears to be
a power law, as veri ed by a good linear t of the logarithm of the .d.f. with respe t to
the logarithm of the degree for all but the highest observed degrees. Using n = 100; 000
and  100, the values observed from the slope of the linear t ranged approximately
between 0:6 and 0:9. When we used higher values of , the range of D where the .d.f.
exhibited linear behavior shrunk too mu h to allow good estimation of .
The .d.f. generated for 2 tests are shown in the Appendix. Spe i ally, Figures 1 and
3 show the .d.f. for n = 100; 000 and = 4 and = 20 (the straight line shown is not
7

a tually a linear t of the entire data set, but visually approximates a large part of the
data). We also show the asso iated trees in Figures 2 and 4, respe tively. A tually due
to enormous (posts ript) le sizes, these are only the partially trees T10;000 . The full trees
(whi h do not di er substantially) and a more omplete set of experimental results an be
found in
http://resear h. sua.berkeley.edu/~alexf/hot/.
Tests with varying values of n and xed produ ed onsistent values for throughout, as
expe ted.
Furthermore, repla ing the \rooted" hj entrality measure with other alternatives mentioned in the introdu tion also produ ed power-law behavior in the .d.f., with very similar
values for . Also, the \maximum hops" entrality measure, whi h is identi al to the
\rooted" measure provided that the rst node remains the global minimum of hj , while
being more de entralized (and thus better mirroring a real network), was indeed observed
to retain p0 as the \most entral" node in more than 75% of the ases.
It is straightforward to extend the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 2.1) to higher
dimensions and other metri s |with di erent onstants of ourse. The experiments indeed
verify that the power law behavior also holds when the 2-dimensional square was repla ed
by a ir le, as well as by hyper ubes or hyperspheres in R d for various d  2 with the Li
(for various i  1) or L1 metri s.

3 A Model of File Creation
Suppose that we are given n positive real numbers p1 ; : : : ; pn, intuitively apturing the
\popularity" of n data items, the expe ted number of times ea h will be retrieved. We
wish to nd a partition  of the items into sets so as to minimize
"
#
X X
jS j  pi +  jj:
min

S 2

i2S

That is, the trade-o now is between transmission osts and le reation overhead, with
apturing the relative importan e of the latter. It is very easy to see the following:
The optimum solution partitions the pi 's sorted in de reasing order, and
an be found in O(n2 ) time by dynami programming.

Proposition 3.1

It is shown by a rough al ulation in [2℄ that, if the pi 's de rease exponentially, or
polynomially, or a ording to a \Gaussian" exp( i2 ) law, then the optimum le sizes
obey a power law.
In this se tion we prove a di erent result, starting from the assumption that the pi's
are drawn i.i.d. from a distribution f .
We start with two inequalities apturing ertain properties of the optimum solution.
Suppose that the partitions S1 ; : : : ; Sk have sizes si = jSij, and that the average item in Si
is ai. It is not hard to see that the following is true:
8

Lemma 3.2

si + si+1 

q

ai , and si 

q2

ai .

The proof uses that, by optimality, it is not advantageous to merge two sets, or to split
one in the middle.
Consider now the umulative distribution  of f , and its inverse . That is, (x) is
the least y for whi h Pr[z  y℄  x. It is useful to think of (y=n) as the expe ted number
of elements with popularity smaller than y. Let g = (log n=n).
p
Lemma 3.3 Almost ertainly in the optimum solution there are at least y=2 2 =g sets
p
=2 (2y=n)).
of size at least
Sket h of proof: With high probability, the popularity of the smallest element is no
bigger than g, and, for large enough y  n, there are at least y elements with popularities
smaller than (2y=n). By thepprevious lemma, the setspthat ontain these elements have
sizes that satisfy si + spi+1  = (2y=n) and si  2 =g. Thus, these elements are
divided
into at least y= 2 =g sets (by the se ond inequality), half of them of size at least
1 p = (2y=n) (by the rst inequality).

2
From this lemma we on lude the following for the distribution of le sizes:
p
p
Pr[size of a le  21 = (2y=n)℄  y=2n 2 =g:
p
Now set x = 12 = (2y=n) or (2y=n) = =4x2 or 2y=n = ( =4x2) or y = n( =4x2)=2.
Therefore we have
Theorem 3.4

In the distribution of le sizes indu ed by the optimum solution,

p
Pr[size of a le  x℄  ( =4x2) g=32 :
It follows that, with high probability, the le sizes are power-law distributed whenever
limz!0 (z)=z > 0 for some > 0; this ondition does not hold only for distributions f
that are extremely slow to start at zero. For example, any ontinuous distribution f that
has f (0) > 0 (su h as the exponential, normal, uniform, et .) gives a power law.

4 Dis ussion and Open Problems
We have observed that power laws an result from trade-o s between various aspe ts of
performan e or tness that must be optimized simultaneously (deployment vs. operational
osts in one example, le reation overhead and transmission osts in another. This seems
to be a new genre of su h argument. Needless to say, our network model does exhibit a
behavior of the form \the ri h get ri her:" Nodes that arrived early are more likely to
both have high degree and small hop ost, and thus to attra t new nodes. The point is, in
our model this is not a primitive assumption, but a rather sophisti ated onsequen e. We
9

are interested in nding new examples and domains in whi h this phenomenon happens.
Naturally, it would be ni e to strengthen our main result (by extending to other notions of
\hop" ost, or by improving, or even xing, the power).
If one extends our tree generation algorithm to non-tree graphs (atta h ea h arriving
node to the few most advantageous nodes, where the number if appropriately distributed)
we have a network generation model. We an prove next to nothing about it. However,
it was suggested to us by Ramesh Govindan [7℄ that the graphs produ ed are passable
models of the Internet, in that they seem to satisfy several other observed properties of the
Internet graph, besides the degree distribution.
In joint work with Milena Mihail [11℄, we have in fa t dis overed a way of explaining the
power law distribution of the Internet eigenvalues observed in [5℄. Brie y, it may in fa t
be a orollary of the degree distribution: If a graph onsists of a few nodes of very degrees
d1  d2      dk plus a few otherpedges
p (o(dk ) pof them), then with high probability the
k largest eigenvalues will be about d1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dk . Indeed, in the powers law observed
in [5℄ the exponent of the eigenvalues are roughly half those of the degrees. The small
di eren e an be explained by the fa t that [5℄ examines only the 20 highest eigenvalues;
these orrespond to extreme degrees that do not t exa tly the eigenvalue power law (this
an be seen in the gures in [5℄). It is intriguing though that even only the highest 20
eigenvalues seem to t a power law.
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Appendix
A degree c.d.f. generated at n=100,000, alpha=4
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Figure 1: .d.f. for = 4 and n = 100; 000

Figure 2: The asso iated tree generated for = 4 and n = 100; 000 (only the rst 10; 000
nodes are shown)
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Appendix
A degree c.d.f. generated at n=100,000, alpha=20
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Figure 3: .d.f. for = 20 and n = 100; 000

Figure 4: The asso iated tree generated for = 20 and n = 100; 000 (only the rst 10; 000
nodes are shown)

